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Volume 138, Number 1 (1998), in No. AI981743, ‘‘Recovering Symboli-
cally Dated, Rooted Trees from Symbolic Ultrametrics,’’ by Sebastian
Bo cker and Andreas W. M. Dress, pages 105125: The authors supplied
several figures intended to make it easier for the reader to understand the
proofs of Lemmata 4 and 5. Unfortunately, some important aspects of
these figures (in particular the shaded gray lines) were not reproduced
clearly during publication, thereby rendering these figures unintelligible.
For the reader’s convenience, Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 7 are reprinted here,
this time including the shaded gray lines. Note that in Fig. 3, the lines
connecting a, d indicate the inferred value D(a, d ); in the other figures,
thin lines indicate inferred values, and thick shaded lines indicate to which
points a rule is applied.
FIG. 3. Graph representations of ab | c, ab &c and the four rules.
FIG. 4. Lemma 4, Case ab | d and bc | d.
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FIG. 5. Lemma 4, Case ab | d and bc&d via x.
FIG. 7. Lemma 5, Case ab &c via x and bc | d.
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